The green pastures of comforts...
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Green Palace
PAMBAKUDA

Pampakuda , Ernakulam, Kerala, India
Phone : +91 485 2274855 , 2274877
www.greenpalace.in
Reservation: info@greenpalace.in
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A gateway to the world of comforts...

Green Palace
PAMBAKUDA

A grand heritage type structure situated at Pambakuda where tropical greenery and deafening serenity combines to make your heart
swell with a sense of belonging. Just 45 kms from Kochi city, travelers can feel and enjoy the enchanting natural beauty as well as the
rustic life of the village. This is the perfect place for those who want to take a break from the maddening crowd. The hotel offers royal
ambience frilled with uncompromising quality and superb service at an affordable price. Welcome to GREEN PALACE……..
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Green Park
RESTAURANT

Delectable cuisine to delight your taste buds...
Green Palace offers two restaurants where you can feast to your hearts content.
SPARK- a spciality restaurant caters to the likes of all taste buds. GREEN PARK- a family restaurant offers delectable spread of dishes with
local, traditional Kerala flavour and the exotic experience of Chinese / Continetal / North Indian dishes. The tongue tickling tribal flavours
add to the culinary experience at Green Park.
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True delights of a magnificent stay...
The rooms are categorized into Standard, Deluxe, Suite and all the rooms are designed perfectly to the taste of our guests.
All accommodations have air conditioning and are well supported with cable TV, direct dial telephone, room service and
hygienic european style wash rooms. The spacious and elegantly decorated rooms will make you feel that this is a home
away from home.
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Royal

Conference Hall

Meet or Celebrate

Senate

Our facilities include two air conditioned conference halls: Senate:-30 to 60 pax and Royal: 200 to 250 pax, fully
loaded with state of the art facilities. This will allow conducting conferences, meetings, parties and presentations.
The halls are amply spacious and special arrangements can be made to accommodate your specific requirements.

Executive Hall
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Green Palace
PAMBAKUDA

Services and Facilities
AC rooms and suites

Rout map
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
KOTHAMANGALAM

AC multi cuisine restaurant
AC family restaurant
AC conference halls
Ample car parking

ERNAKUALAM

MUVATTUPUZHA

Room service
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Green Palace

Laundry service

PAMBAKUDA

PAMPAKUDA

Check out 12 noon

THODUPUZHA

ALAPPUZHA
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KUTHATTUKULAM

PIRAVOM

KULAYETTIKARA

VIAKOM

KOTTAYAM
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